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Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in this section. For

each sentence there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose

the one answer that best completes the sentence and mark your

answers on. ANSWER SHEET 1. Unless you sign a contract with the

insurance company for your goods, you are not entitled____ a

repayment for the goods damaged in delivery. A. to B. with C. for D.

on A. B. C. D. 2. The capital intended to broaden the export base

and ________ efficiency gains from international trade was

channeled instead into uneconomic import substitution. A. secure B.

extend C. defend D. possess A. B. C. D. 3. The roles expected___

old people in such a setting give too few psychological satisfactions

for normal happiness. A. of B. on C. to D. with A. B. C. D. ：来源

：www.examda.com 4. At first, the_____ of color pictures over a

long distance seemed impossible, but, with painstaking efforts and at

great expense, it became a reality. A. transaction B. transmission C.

transformation D. transition A. B. C. D. 5. Frances ____of nuclear

testing in the South Pacific last month triggered political debates and

mass demonstrations. A. assumption B. consumption C.

presumption D. resumption A. B. C. D. 6. His efforts to bring about

a reconciliation between the two Parties_____. A. came off B. came

on C. came round D. came down A. B. C. D. 7. It is announced that

a wallet has been found and can be____ at the managers office. A.



declared B. obtained C. reclaimed D. recognized A. B. C. D. 8.

When I___ my senses, I found myself wrapped up in bed in my little

room, with Grandma bending over me. A. woke up B. took to C.

picked up D. came to A. B. C. D. 9. The English weather defies

forecast and hence is a source of interest and ____ to everyone. A.

speculation B. attribution C. utilization D. proposition A. B. C. D.

10. You dont have to install this radio in your new car, its an_____

extra. A. excessive B. optional C. additional D. arbitrary A. B. C. D.
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